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Part 1: Geography

Part 2 - Historical dates











2098 - Donald Trump returns from the dead and becomes President of the Universe.
2024 - Invention of the flying crane.
2065 - The Nobel Prize in Physics is won by a giraffe.
2009 - A small rock is completely heartbroken.
2023 - Justin Bieber is elected Secretary-General of the United Nations
2003 - Dracula celebrates his 1500th victim.
2014 - A pickle jar is difficult to open.
2052 - Jeff Bezos takes a vow of poverty and becomes a Buddhist monk.
2015 - A dog eats a student's homework.
2082 - “Transformers 29 - Megatron's revenge” wins the Oscar for best movie.
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Part 3 - Foreign languages











Shizi - Wedding
Blumir - Duty
Jezoa - Take
Trilong - Hand
Galipu - Knowledge
Loupir - Sun
Bromea - Heat
Prunali - Bottle
Nedril - Computer
Viori - Light

Part 4 - Astronomy
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Part 5 - Identification
You’re training to become a world-class prayingmantistologist and
you need to learn to recognize and identify those 10 different species
of praying mantises.
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Bonus questions
- 3 to 7 bonus points for each perfectly reproduced section.
- 1 point penalty for each spelling error.
- 0 point if there’s any mistake that isn’t a spelling error.
Each of the 50 preceding questions is worth 2%. Do not waste your
time here if you haven’t memorized the rest correctly!
Bonus 3% for this profound proverb:
A very good joke is worth much more than several not very very
good jokes.
Bonus 3% for this very deep question:
Do rotten vegetables really taste worse than fresh vegetables, or is it
just a matter of opinion?
Bonus 3.5% for this password:
aK456vVvZ-4!!
Bonus 4% for this equation:

Bonus 4% for this sequence of letters:
bwbekizdcigofofaaadh
Bonus 7% for this magnificent poem:
Whose dolphin is that? I think I know.
Its owner is a very happy man.
Full of joy like a rainbow!
I watch him laugh. I say hello.
Every day and every night, he plays with his dolphin.
He laughs, he cries and he laughs again.
Then he stops for a moment. And then he starts again.

